Fairview South Middle School & Northlight Theatre
Presents...

The Radio Play

Welcome to the Camp Luna Pines Scavenger Hunt! It's Lillian's first night of
Camp and she's already hearing ghost stories. Join her and her team as they work to
solve the riddles, find the clues, and collect the items to try and win this year's
Crescent Cup.
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You can enjoy the show by listening while following along with the script or watch
our video version that includes some visual components.

Cast List
Characters
Leah
Audrey
Kiki
Michael
Nolan
Counselor Robb
Kate
Counselor Bobb

Actors
Lillian
Adi
Athena
Gia
Nicolas
Mustafa
Megan
Matt

Director’s Note
We were fast approaching the performances for the Fairview South
play, CAMP LUNA PINES, back in March when in-school classes
were canceled. The cast was working hard to rehearse and prepare
for performances with scenery, costumes, and lighting in the
auditorium. Even though we are unable to perform the production,
Northlight on Campus would like to honor and showcase the
student's creative and exciting work but in a slightly different
format. Please take a listen to the Radio Play version of the play
(like a Podcast) or watch along with a slideshow of clues. Thank
you for your support and congratulations to the cast of CAMP
LUNA PINES!
Northlight on Campus
This residency program for students in grades K-12 focuses on building foundational
theatre skills. Students will explore the fundamentals of acting through curriculum
that emphasizes play and collaboration. Students will adapt a familiar narrative into a
new story that they will perform for family and friends. Northlight approaches all
aspects of our education programming with a spirit of collaboration encourage
student’s artistic growth through self-expression and unbridled creativity.

Learn more about Education and Community Engagement at Northlight Theatre by
contacting Alexi Siegel at asiegel@northlight.org or visiting our website northlight.org

